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A SATISFACTORY SOLUTION 
OF THE DANUBIAN PROBLEM!

B Y

ADAM MAITLAND M. P.

It would be interesting to analyse the reasons of the keen 
public interest in foreign affairs that has prevailed during 
the post-War years. Innumerable public meetings are 

organized for the discussion of international questions: 
foreign affairs are the subject of books, pamphlets, and 
contributions to the Press, daily and periodical, published 
in bewildering variety. A  close study of these productions 
shows that the great majority of them are devoted to the 
problem of Germany and that this problem is examined 
mainly in its bearing on the politics of Western Europe, its 
relation to those of Eastern Europe being either virtually 
ignored or positively distorted by tendentious propaganda. 
Such a consideration of so vital a problem is dangerously 
misleading. Events occurring in Eastern Europe may pro
foundly affect Western Europe: the one cannot justifiably 
hold aloof from the concerns of the other. A  Germany 
enlarged by the acquisition of new territories in the East 
would in the future be a more serious menace in the West. 
The fate of the Locarno Treaty may serve as a warning of 
the danger inherent in a partial consideration of the problem. 
The Locarno Treaty offered only a one-sided solution: now, 
after a decade, it is dead. Germany repudiated it for the 
simple reason that she aimed at having as free a hand in 
the West as she now has in the East. It is difficult to escape 
the conclusion that she will resolutely abstain from 
participating in any negotiations for promoting European 
peace till the problems presenting themselves on her Eastern
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frontiers are satisfactorily solved. Her reentry into the 
League, moreover, depends on such a solution.

This contention can be proved in a negative way. A 
constructive settlement of Germany's Eastern problems is as 
important now as it was indispensable during the War of 
1914— 1918 to the dislocation of the Eastern support of her 
military power. She could be defeated only when she had 
lost her Eastern ally, the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. That 
loss may be attributed to the artificial awakening of the 
nationalities comprising the monarchy: they were encouraged 
from foreign sources to identify their happiness with their 
’independence'. Incidents like the desertion of the Czech 
regiments, contrived by the skilful propaganda of the Allied 
Powers, tended to weaken the military resources of Germany. 
What was then done by the methods of war must now be 
done by the methods of peace.

What concrete proposals is it possible to make? The 
first necessity is a clear and dispassionate view of the 
situation; and such a view is by no means easy to take. 
Never has international political propaganda been so per
tinacious, so contradictory, and so misleading, as in the 
current affairs of Eastern Central Europe. This is not 
surprising; for it consists partly in a reaction from, and 
partly in a continuation of, the propaganda that aimed at 
the destruction of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Un
fortunately, the attempt to educate public opinion in the 
matter and to discountenance the effect of the current 
misrepresentation of historical and political facts has so far 
been unsuccessful. But the time has now come when the 
British public may reasonably ask for a clear and impartial 
statement of the whole problem.

The principle of nationality, which has given rise to 
numerous and important changes in international affairs 
during the past century, exercised a profound influence on 
two regions of Europe after the War of 1914— 1918, It was 
responsible for the creation not only of the Succession States 
of the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, but also of the 
independent States of Finland, Esthonia, Latvia, and
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Lithuania, round the Baltic Sea. The creation of these Baltic 
States, and their entry into the League of Nations on an 
equal footing with the old States, effectually secured the 
peace and contentment of an extensive region of Northern 
Europe. Added to the Scandinavian States — Sweden, 
Norway, and Denmark — , they complete the group of 
Northern democracies. The visitor to the Baltic States in 
question cannot fail to be impressed with the progress 
towards a truly democratic community of nations which their 
establishment has achieved.

At this point it may reasonably be asked why the same 
principles were not applied when, in 1919, the Austro- 
Hungarian monarchy was dismembered and the Succession 
States were created. Why was it necessary to create 
penalized and penalizing States? It was certainly un- 
statesmanlike to prohibit Austria and Hungary from 
maintaining national armies and at the same time to permit 
the Little Entente to initiate a policy of amassing armaments. 
There was no justification for incorporating so many 
Austrians in Czecho-Slovakia, Yugoslavia, and Italy, and 
so many Hungarians (approximately a third of the population) 
in Czecho-Slovakia, Yugoslavia, and Rumania. It was 
flagrantly unjust to withold from the Croats, Slovaks, and 
Transylvanians the right of option that was readily accorded 
to the Finns, Esthonians, Latvians, and Lithuanians. An 
artificial Baltic system would undoubtedly have produced 
friction such as now threatens to endanger the peace of 
Eastern Central Europe. It should be remembered that the 
Croats are as numerous as the Finns, Esthonians, Latvians, 
and Lithuanians together, and that the Transylvanians and 
Slovaks are not less numerous than the Finns, who constitute 
the largest of the new Baltic States.

It is difficult to conceive a more perverse and tyrannical 
system than that of the minorities in Eastern Central Europe.
4,000,000 Hungarians have been peremptorily transferred to 
foreign nationality; and for their protection Minority Treaties, 
to which Great Britain is a signatory, were devised and 
concluded. These treaties, which the League is powerless to 
enforce, are repeatedly and openly violated. The entire 
system may be aptly compared to a new building so
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unsubstantially constructed that supports are necessary to 
prevent its immediate collapse. And the supports themselves 
are unsound.

This is the general aspect of the new Eastern Central 
Europe brought into being by the speculative politicians at 
St. Germain and Trianon. It is not surprising that the 
territory of the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy is now 
the most chaotic region in Europe, and offers a tempting 
field for the diplomatic adventurer.

It must be borne in mind that the territory of the former 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy is coveted by four nations. 
Great Britain alone holds aloof from the inglorious struggle 
to gain possession of the territories belonging to the un
fortunate countries of Central Europe.

At the outset France was the undisputed master of the 
situation in the Danubian basin. The ruthless mutilation of 
the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy was largely the 
work of the far from clement Clemenceau. The successful 
prosecution of his scheme necessitated a whole organization 
of armed alliances. Though it was the guiding principle of 
post-War international collaboration to abandon secret 
diplomacy and the policy of alliances, the Little Entente — 
an armed alliance — was nevertheless created by France 
with the sole object of keeping Austria and Hungary in 
subjection. It was — and still is —  supplied by France with 
arms for this purpose; and, whenever complaints against its 
oppressive policy were lodged in Geneva, it could rely on 
the unhesitating support of its powerful ally.

It was only a natural consequence of such treatment 
that Austria and Hungary should seek friends among the 
other nations. Italy was not slow to appear in the field: she 
promised to lend military assistance to Austria in the event 
of an armed conflict with Germany, and to support Hungary 
in her legitimate claim to the restoration of the territories 
taken from her under the terms of the Treaty of Trianon. 
This friendship —  a new variety of international collaboration 
— is known as the Rome Protocol. The League of Nations 
was founded to give facilities for impartially examining the
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international situation: it is therefore regrettable that
separate meetings for this purpose are held at regular 
intervals by the Foreign Secretaries of the Little Entente 
States on the one hand and by those of the Rome Protocol 
States on the other.

Encouraged by this kind of open-door policy on the 
Danube, Germany also made an appearance in the field. 
The leaders of the Third Reich were irresistibly tempted by 
the possibility of adding to the population of Germany the
8,000,000 German subjects of Austria, and of penetrating 
into the Danubian valley. Dollfuss paid with his life for 
pursuing a policy of resistance to this expansion.

The Italian support of Austria and Hungary produced 
a significant effect. Feeling the inadequacy of French support, 
the Balkan members of the Little Entente — Yugoslavia and 
Rumania — sought to get on good terms with Germany, 
whose relations with Italy before 1936 had been somewhat 
cool. The inevitable reaction ensued. This defection of her 
Central European allies induced France to enter into an 
alliance with Russia. Since Czecho-Slovakia shared with 
France the feeling of impotence in the face of possible 
German aggression, she also entered into an alliance with 
Russia, offering the use of her territory for the landing of 
Russian aeroplanes. Thus, after France, Italy, and Germany, 
Russia at length found her way into the Danubian basin.

The actions of these powers are not a little at variance 
with their professions; for, while they neglect no occasion 
of emphasizing their devotion to the cause of peace, they 
are busily engaged in preparing for war. Arms, munitions, 
defensive alliances, and talks between general staffs, are 
their constant concern. The situation on the Danube is 
analogous to that of the native tribes of America in face of 
the intrigue and treachery of the European colonizers. Such 
a situation is bound to lead to an ultimate clash. In the 
interest of peace, therefore, all alien influences must be 
eliminated. The League should address itself to this task 
before it is too late. But it must be a League regarded by 
all as an impartial arbiter in questions of peace, disarmament, 
minority rights, and treaty-revision — questions that it has 
gravely neglected in the past.
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Peace in the Danubian valley can be effectually secured 
only by the exclusion of ambitious Powers and the enforce
ment of the law. Can the Powers, individually and collectively, 
be brought to realize that the present situation is not in 
their ultimate interest? It is suggested that the first 
inducement to them to withdraw would be the knowledge that 
none would enjoy a privileged position. France enjoyed such 
a position after the Armistice. Fortunately, she is now 
beginning to realize that her influence is something of an 
illusion. At any rate, the recently concluded agreement 
between Italy and Yugoslavia has made it perfectly clear to 
her that the support on which she counted is being neutralized 
by other influences. Italy undoubtedly exercises a consider
able influence in the Danubian valley; but it is not such as 
to affect the inhabitants themselves. There have been several 
anti-Italian demonstrations in Vienna and Belgrade. Budapest 
is puzzled at seeing the supporter of her revisionist claims 
guarantee the maintenance of the territorial integrity of 
Yugoslavia. There are already rumours of a like agreement 
to be concluded between Italy and Rumania.

Germany can no longer claim to enjoy the full sympathy 
of the Danubian countries. Austria will be Austrian and not 
German: she prefers, as an offset against foreign influences, 
a kind of dictatorship to Nazi rule, the bellicose character 
of which is alien from her national temper. Hungary resents 
the official pro-German propaganda among her German
speaking subjects. The Iron Guard in Rumania is typically 
German, and is not to the liking of the Rumanians. There 
is, of course, room for the economic activities of Germany; 
but her political activities are not welcome. They are 
prompted by a conviction analogous to that which underlies 
her attitude to the colonial question: if other nations have 
colonies, she too must have some. If other nations are 
penetrating into the Danubian basin, her place is there too. 
This conviction is partially justified by the appearance of 
Russia under the guise of a Russo-Czecho-Slovak military 
alliance — an appearance that is undoubtedly disquieting 
for Germany. The peculiar shape of Czecho-Slovakia offers 
the Russian aeroplanes a short route between Kiev and
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Western Europe. Germany may therefore reasonably com
plain that this constitutes a menace to her security.

It is evident that the Great Powers appeared in the 
Danubian valley one after another because each in its turn 
felt its position threatened. If a policy of withdrawal on 
their part coincides with the introduction of equity and 
justice, the authority of the League may be firmly established 
throughout the States in question. At present the situation 
is hopelessly confused. It is reminiscent of that which pre
vailed in the Middle Ages, when small provinces sought the 
protection of great military powers. At a time when Finland, 
Esthonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, freed themselves from this 
medieval practice, the unfortunate Peace Treaties imposed 
upon the States of the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
the humiliating necessity of seeking protection in Paris, 
Rome, Berlin, and Moscow. Geneva was the proper place in 
which to seek protection; but the threatened States sought 
in vain. This affords a signal proof of the failure of the 
League.

It is not too late to formulate a clear and vigorous policy 
that will rehabilitate the League and put an effectual check 
on the dangerous diplomatic conjuring now in vogue.

*
♦ *

Revision and anti-revision: these are the battle-cries of 
the Danubian States. The Press in Paris, Rome, Berlin, and 
Moscow, encourages the movement that may happen to serve 
the momentary interests of their foreign policies. Anti
revision means the refusal of any change in the territorial 
provisions of the Peace Treaties. (The non-territorial pro
visions have nearly all been changed since 1919.) Revision, 
on the other hand, means the carrying into effect of the idea 
which dominated the Wilsonian principles: that citizens can
not be arbitrarily transferred from one nation to another. 
The Hungarians are keenly interested in the revisionist 
movement; for, one out of every three being obliged to live 
under alien rule, they are eager to resume Hungarian 
nationality. This antagonism will certainly lead to a conflict 
if the great Powers do not enter into a careful examination 
of the problem.
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What is the position of Great Britain in this regard? 
It is clear that, as the strongest member of the League, she 
ought to exert her influence in moving for the application 
of Article XIX of the Covenant, which provides for the 
reconsideration of obsolete treaties. The prevailing tension 
in international affairs is due not only to the errors and 
injustices of the Peace Treaties, but also to the fact that 
Article XIX (peaceful change) has not yet been applied. If 
a disastrous conflict is to be averted, Article XIX must be 
applied without delay. All the British organizations for 
promoting international peace are in favour of its immediate 
application. Great Britain cannot support the policy of the 
Little Entente, which is resolutely opposed to the return of 
the former Hungarian territories, laying stress only on 
Article X (territorial integrity) and ignoring Article XIX 
(peaceful change). If only the Little Entente States had 
treated their minorities with humanity and justice! Volumes 
could be written about the sufferings and humiliations 
heroically borne by the defenceless minorities.

France realized that the situation was an impossible 
one, but invariably proposed economic solutions that were 
one-sided and conformed to the point of view of the Little 
Entente. Austria and Hungary necessarily declined these 
proposals, since acceptance of them would have implied 
consent to the continuation of the prevalent abuses and 
injustices.

The uncertainty of the English policy, and the onesided
ness of the French proposals during the period of the League 
policy, enhance the chances of the totalitarian Powers in 
the Danubian regions.

It is impossible, within the limits of a short article, to 
offer a conclusive proof of the essential injustice of the 
situation and to submit detailed proposals for its redress. 
The territorial claims of the Hungarians are very modest: 
they seek the restitution of the narrow strips of territory, 
whose population is purely Hungarian, along the present 
frontiers. Those who have personally visited the country can 
be no longer misled by the argument that it is impossible to 
create a just frontier in a region where there are so many 
nationalities intermingled. It is true that the nationalities
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are intermingled; but it is true also that the present frontier 
obliges twenty times more Hungarians to live under 
Rumanian, Yugoslav, and Czech rule, than Rumanians, 
Yugoslavs, and Czechs under Hungarian rule. A  territorial 
change that will equalize these numbers must be effected: 
the States in question will then be equally concerned to 
respect the rights of their minorities. The task of the League, 
which is entrusted with the protection of minorities, will 
thus be considerably simplified. If the grievances of the 
minorities can be removed by a peaceful readjustment of 
frontiers under the impartial guidance of the League, the 
Danubian States will gradually resume the policy of friendly 
collaboration essential to their security and prosperity. Only 
after this has been achieved will it be possible even to 
consider a Western settlement.

What will be the practical advantages of a peaceful 
settlement? The Briand and Tardieu plans failed because 
their aim was limited to composing the economic differences 
between the peoples of the former Austro-Hungarian 
Monarchy. The political differences were ignored. The 
Hungarians stipulate that their territorial claims shall be 
settled before they will consider entering into economic 
negotiations with their neighbours. If Hungary with her 
central position and Austria with her neutralizing influence 
work in economic collaboration with neighbouring States, a 
new stage will be inaugurated in the political consolidation 
of Eastern Central Europe. Austria could thus resume her 
civilizing mission and find an extensive market for her 
products: Hungary could dispose of the surplus of her agri
cultural products and adjust herself to Czecho-Slovak 
methods of industrial and agricultural production. The 
natural resources of Rumania and Yugoslavia could be so 
utilized as to perfect this scheme of economic collaboration. 
It may be observed in conclusion that such a scheme, carried 
into full effect, would result in a considerable reduction in 
expenditure on armaments. Budgets would benefit by this 
reduced expenditure, the burden of taxation might be 
lightened, and a sound policy of international credits would
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promote the development of the rich natural resources of 
the region in question.

The benefits of collaboration would be international. 
Peace and security in the Danubian valley would enable the 
Central European States to resume their historical function 
of diminishing the chances of hostilities or alliances between 
Germany and Russia. It would be difficult for Germany and 
Russia to enter into an armed conflict or to concert a plan 
of common military action if they were separated by a group 
of States firmly united in the pursuit of a policy of con
ciliation. The position of the Danubian States between 
Germany and Russia is analogous to that of Switzerland 
between the Germanic and the Latin races.

In fine, the consolidation of the Danubian States is 
essential to the rule of peace and order in Europe. The 
majority of reflecting citizens are already keenly alive to 
this. It now rests with the governments of the nations 
comprising the League to devise a satisfactory solution of 
the Danubian problem. Once that has been solved, the 
German problem can be approached with some hope of 
achieving a real settlement.
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